
 
FLASH beamlines and user Instruments 2010 

(including instruments provided by university groups and funded by  
the BMBF ‚Verbundforschung‘) 
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BL2 

 
 

Focused FEL beam, 100μm spot size                                             DESY 
Instrumentation for the preparation and electron and ion 
spectroscopy of mass-selected clusters 

U Rostock  

Magnetic X-ray diffraction imaging and holography 
DESY 
HZB (BESSY) 

Pump-probe setup for the study of transient response of 
melting/ablating solids 

U Duisburg-Essen 

Setup for resonant soft X-ray scattering 
CFEL 
U Oxford 

Experimental system for the spectroscopic study of molecular             
desorption from surfaces of solids 

U Münster 

Single-shot cross-correlator   U Hamburg 

Focused FEL beam,  20μm spot size                                              DESY 

Instrumentation for two-colour pump probe experiments of atoms and 
molecules 

DESY 
DCU Dublin 
LIXAM/CNRS Paris 

Reaction microscope for the study of multiple ionization processes of 
atoms and molecules 

MPI-K Heidelberg 

Velocity map imaging  spectrometer (electrons and ions) for   
atoms and molecules in strong fields 

AMOLF Amsterdam 

Setup for angle-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy (ARPES) of 
atoms and molecules 

FHI Berlin 

Station for spectroscopy of rare gas clusters and nanoparticles TU Berlin 

Single-shot single-particle (time-resolved) diffraction imaging of             
nanostructures and biological samples 

CFEL 
LLNL Livermore 
U Uppsala 

Setup for Thomson scattering spectroscopy to probe plasma                 
dynamics in a liquid hydrogen jet                                                       
 

DESY 
LLNL Livermore 
U Oxford 
U Rostock 

Instrumentation for measuring damage thresholds and optical 
properties of solid samples                                                                     
 

ASCR Prague 
DESY 
IFPAS Warsaw 
LLNL Livermore 

Setup for electron and ion spectroscopy to study multi-photon                
processes in gases 

DESY 
PTB Berlin 
U Hamburg 

XUV beam splitter with variable delay for photon diagnostics and 
time-resolved experiments                       (permanent installation) 

DESY 
HZB (BESSY) 
U Münster 



BL3  

 

PG1  
 

PG2  

 

 

Unfocused FEL beam                                                                      DESY 
Magneto-optical trap & reaction microscope to study ultra-cold               
plasmas 

MPI-K Heidelberg 

Setup with multilayer optics for sub-micron focusing to create            
and study plasmas and warm dense matter      
 

U Belfast 
CFEL 
DESY 
U Oxford 

System for angle-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy (ARPES)           
and ion spectroscopy of metal vapors 

DESY 
U Hamburg 

Microfocus setup for spectrometry of multi-photon processes in             
rare gases at extreme power densities 

DESY 
PTB Berlin 

Split multilayer-mirror & reaction microscope for time-resolved               
spectroscopy of small molecules 

MPI-K Heidelberg 

Microfocus setup for time-resolved imaging of rare gas clusters TU Berlin 
Experimental station for pump-probe experiments combining  
µJ-level, few-cycle THz and XUV FEL pulses 

DESY 
U Hamburg 

 
THz pump X-ray photo-emission probe (Mott-Detector) setup  
for magnetic measurements 

CFEL 
DESY 
U Hamburg 
HZB 

Plane grating monochromator, microfocus (5μm spot size)            DESY, U Hamburg 
High-resolution two-stage spectrometer for inelastic (Raman)              
scattering                                            (permanent installation) 

DESY 
U Hamburg 

Plane grating monochromator   (50μm focus)                                  DESY, U Hamburg 
Setup for resonant inelastic X-ray scattering (RIXS) and 
photoelectron spectroscopy of solids 

U Hamburg 

Electron beam ion trap (EBIT) for high-resolution spectroscopy of 
highly charged ions 

MPI-K Heidelberg 

Ion source and trap for spectroscopic studies of the photo-
fragmentation of molecular ions and radicals (permanent installation) 

U Aarhus 
MPI-K Heidelberg 

System for angle-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy (ARPES)  
of solids and surfaces  

U Kiel 

Setup for the study of fs-dynamics of magnetic materials 
U Hamburg 
HZB (BESSY) 

XUV beam splitter with variable delay for photon diagnostics and 
time-resolved experiments                       (permanent installation) 

U Hamburg 

Soft X-ray diffraction imaging system for magnetic materials and         
nanostructures                                                                                          

DESY 
U Hamburg 
U Heidelberg 
HZB (BESSY) 
FH Koblenz 

Spin-polarized photoemission (Mott-Detector) chamber for the 
investigation of  laser induced ultrafast demagnetization processes 

ETH Zürich 
HZB 
DESY 
U Hamburg 
SLAC 


